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• ABLE Background

• ABLE Basics

• 2018 Changes to ABLE

• Road Map to Enrollment and other Tools

• ABLE National Resource Center 
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Polling Question #1

• What is your current knowledge level of ABLE?

A. I know what ABLE stands for because the acronym is spelled out in 

the footer of this PPT slide.

B. I’ve heard of it before today, but I don’t know that much.

C. I am familiar with it, but I don’t know all of the details.

D. I could probably give this presentation, or a version of it. 

E. I have an ABLE Account (or a member of my family does).
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Before We Get into ABLE 

Background and Basics…

Why ABLE?
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Parent of ABLE Account Owner: Lauren Hughes

Lauren is her son’s strongest advocate. It is her 

number one job. That is why she opened an ABLE 

account in February 2017 for Steven, who has Trisomy 

9 Mosaic a rare chromosomal disorder. Funds in 

Steven’s account will be used to save for his future 

and to replace the family’s aging van with a 

wheelchair accessible one.

“As a parent, ABLE has given me peace of mind in 

knowing I can set my son up financially for his current 

and future needs, without risking benefits. Creating 

an ABLE account is not time consuming, and it is very 

easy to do from the comfort of your own home. You 

really have nothing to lose and everything to gain. 

Even small contributions over time can have a 

significant impact on quality of life!”– Lauren Hughes 
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ABLE Account Owner: Katy Oliver

Katy is 28 and has cerebral palsy. She works full 

time and is on the Medicaid Buy-In Program. 

She is using her ABLE account to save for 

disability-related equipment and to design and 

build her dream HGTV quality accessible home.

“The process of getting an ABLE account is 

pretty painless. It seems counterintuitive to 

everything we have been told. I’m a living, 

breathing example that this does not count 

against you. I’m getting the same services as 

before. It doesn’t count against you and, unlike 

a trust, it isn’t expensive.” – Katy Oliver
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ABLE Account Owner: Edward Mitchell

Edward is 31and ABLE-eligible due to a spinal cord 

injury from a hit and run car accident when he was 

17-years-old. He has an MBA and is working two part-

time jobs. He’s using his ABLE account to save up for 

vehicle modifications and to finally move out of his 

parents house and into his own accessible housing. 

“ABLE has allowed me to start saving without 

penalizing or jeopardizing my benefits. My parents 

worry what will happen to me when they are no 

longer able to help or they have died. ABLE gives 

them some peace of mind about my future. Plus, 

unlike a special needs trust that must be controlled 

by a trustee or trustees, ABLE gives me - a person with 

a disability - control over my finances and increased 

independence.” – Edward Mitchell
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ABLE Background
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What is ABLE?

The Stephen Beck, Jr. Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE) Act 

(PL 113-295) amends the federal tax code to add Section 529A in 

order to:

create a new option for eligible people with disabilities 

to save money in a tax-exempt account

that may be used for qualified disability expenses

while still keeping their eligibility for federal public benefits.
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ABLE Becomes Law - December 2014

• One of most bipartisan bills in history

o 85% of the entire US Congress supported the ABLE Act
• 381 out of 435 in the US House of Representatives 

• 78 out of 100 in the US Senate 

• Authorized (did not require) states to establish ABLE programs

• States acted very quickly to pass state ABLE laws and set up ABLE 

programs

o June 2016: First ABLE account available

o To date, 39 states (plus DC) have launched ABLE programs (most 

available nationwide)
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ABLE: The Most Important Policy Change
Since the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

1. Recognition by Congress that families raising a child and working-age 

adults with disabilities have extra significant costs associated with living with 

a disability.

2. De-couples the dual-pronged test of eligibility for Social Security benefits 

that requires proof of severe disability and inability to work from a person 

with a disability’s eligibility to open an ABLE account.

3. Excludes ABLE accounts from being counted as a resource for determining 

eligibility for means-tested federal benefits.

4. Change to person-centered program plan development to incorporate 

financial goal setting, use of ABLE accounts and development of financial 

literacy.
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ABLE Basics
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Basic Characteristics

• There are eligibility requirements related to opening an ABLE account 

that speak to the age in which the individual first experienced his/her 

disability and related to the severity of such disability.

• An eligible individual is not obligated to enroll in their state of residence.

• The “designated beneficiary” is the account owner (although another 

person such as a parent, guardian, or person with power of attorney 

may be allowed signature authority over the account). 

• Funds in the account may be used for “qualified disability-related 

expenses.”
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Basic Characteristics (cont.)

• Assets in, and distributions for, qualified disability-related expenses will be 

disregarded or given special treatment when determining eligibility for 

most federal means-tested benefits (including Social Security and 

Medicaid).

• Multiple individuals may contribute to an individual’s ABLE account.

• There is a $15,000 annual contribution limit (all contributors combined)*.

• Enrollment is done online.
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Who is Eligible to be an ABLE Account 

Beneficiary?

To be eligible, individuals must meet two requirements:

1) Age requirement:  must be disabled before age 26; AND

2) Severity of disability: 

• Have been determined to meet the disability requirements for Supplemental 

Security Income (SSI) or Social Security disability benefits (Title XVI or Title II of the 

Social Security Act) and are receiving those benefits, 

OR

• Submit a “disability certification” assuring that the individual holds documentation 

of a physician’s (e.g. M.D. or D.O.) diagnosis and signature, and confirming that 

the individual meets the functional disability criteria in the ABLE Act (related to the 

severity of disability described in Title XVI or Title II of the Social Security Act).
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Polling Question #2

Out of the following people, who can open an ABLE Account?

A. I am 52 years old now, but I acquired my disability before the age of 

26 and am currently receiving SSI and Medicaid.

B. I am working and not on any means-tested benefits, but I do have a 

qualifying disability that happened before the age of 26.

C. I am the parent/guardian of a child who is under the age of 18 who 

has a qualifying disability.

D. All of the above.
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What May ABLE Account Funds Be Used For?

• Distributions from an ABLE account may be made for “qualified disability expenses.”

• “Qualified disability expenses” are expenses that relate to the designated 

beneficiary’s blindness or disability and are for the benefit of that designated 

beneficiary in maintaining or improving his or her health, independence or quality of 

life.

• The term “qualified disability expenses” should be broadly construed to permit the 

inclusion of basic living expenses and should NOT be limited to:

• expenses for items for which there is a medical necessity, or 

• which provide no benefits to others in addition to the benefit to the eligible 

individual.
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Qualified Disability Expenses May Include the 

Following:

• Education, housing, transportation, employment training and support, 

assistive technology, personal support services, health, prevention & 

wellness, financial management and administrative services, legal fees, 

funeral and burial expenses and basic living expenses.

• Distributions for non-qualified expenditures will be subject to tax 

consequences and may affect eligibility for federal means-tested 

benefits.
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ABLE Account Owner: Rachel Mast

Rachel is 19 and graduated from high school in May 2018. She 

asked her friends and family to contribute to her Kansas ABLE 

Account for her graduation and birthday this year. Rachel will be 

attending the Missouri State University Bear POWER program, a 

two-year inclusive college program for individuals with intellectual 

disabilities, beginning in January 2019. Rachel, who has Down 

syndrome, plans to use her savings to pay for college and to buy 

the pink house she dreams of living in one day.

Rachel’s ABLE Funds pay for the following:

- Tuition  

- Class books and materials

- Student activity fees

- Laptop for school
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ABLE Account Owner: Sarah Perez
Sarah is 36 and ABLE-eligible due to a mental health disability. She is a 

mixed-media artist who volunteers in her community and is running for 

school board in the Irish Hills of Michigan. Sarah and her parents are 

contributing to her ABLE account to improve her overall quality of life. 

She’s in the process of getting out debt by paying down medical bills. 

She’s also using her account to offset medication costs and to support 

her growing photography business and ability to earn and put more 

money into her ABLE Account. 

Sarah’s ABLE Funds Pay for the Following:

- Laptop for new business venture

- Photography equipment 

- Paying down medical bills/debt

- Co-pays on medicine

- Gas/transportation to medical appointments and work events
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How Do ABLE Account Assets Affect SSI 

and Medicaid?

ABLE assets and disbursements for qualified expenses will be

disregarded or receive favorable treatment when determining

eligibility for most federal means-tested benefits:

• Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

o The first $100,000 in ABLE account assets will be disregarded.

o SSI monthly payments will be suspended if the beneficiary’s

account balance exceeds $100,000, but SSI eligibility will not

be terminated.

• Funds above $100,000 will be treated as a resource.
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How Do ABLE Account Assets Affect SSI and 

Medicaid (cont.)

• Medicaid: ABLE assets are disregarded in determining

Medicaid eligibility.

o Medicaid benefits are NOT suspended if the ABLE account balance exceeds

$100,000.

• Medicaid Payback: Any assets remaining in the ABLE account 

when a beneficiary dies, can be used to reimburse a state for 

Medicaid payments after the creation of the ABLE account. 

o This is subject to outstanding qualified disability expenses.

o The state must file a claim for those funds but is not required to do so.
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Rule for Indefinite Benefit Suspension 

A special rule applies when the balance of an SSI recipient's ABLE account 

exceeds $100,000 by an amount that causes the recipient to exceed the 

SSI resource limit, whether alone or with other resources. 

• SSA places the recipient into a special SSI suspension during which:
o SSA suspends the recipient's SSI cash benefits without time limit;

o The recipient is SSI eligible for Medical Assistance (Medicaid); and

o The SSI recipient’s eligibility does not terminate after 12 continuous months of suspension.

• SSI eligibility is reinstated for all months when the recipient’s ABLE 

account balance no longer exceeds the resource limit, when he or she 

is still otherwise eligible.
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Tax Treatment of ABLE Accounts

• Contributions to an ABLE account are made with post-tax dollars.

• ABLE account earnings grow tax-free and are tax-exempt.

• Some states have deductions for contributions to ABLE accounts by in-

state residents: 

• Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Ohio, 

Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin (out-

of-state), Utah (credit) and others
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ABLE Programs That Have Launched

- 39 States (Plus DC) and Counting!

• We refer you to the ABLE National Resource 

Center to learn more about those specific 

states. http://ablenrc.org/state_compare
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Some Changes to ABLE in 2018
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Polling Question #3

What changes took place in 2018?

A. 529 College Savings Accounts can be rolled over into an ABLE 

account

B. A “Saver’s Credit” has been added

C. Some working individuals can now contribute more than $15,000 into 

their account

D. Savings bonds and property can now be held in your ABLE account.

E. A, B and C
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529 College Savings Account Rollover 
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Parent of ABLE Account Owner: Larry Angeli

Anthony’s family started to save for his future with a 529 college 

savings account when he was born. This was prior to his disability 

diagnosis of Autism and pervasive developmental disorder not 

otherwise specified (PDD-NOS). Anthony’s father, Larry, is now rolling 

over the funds from that 529 college savings into a 529a ABLE 

account, which will be Anthony’s primary savings vehicle throughout 

his adult life without disqualifying him for SSI benefits. 

“The world is becoming more accommodating, accepting 

and supportive of people with disabilities and their families. 

That gives me hope for the future. The ABLE account is going 

to play a big role in that, helping families gain the full potential 

of that individual to live a fruitful life and have the resources to 

be able to do that.” – Larry Angeli
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529 College Savings Account Rollover Provision

• Previously known as the “ABLE Financial Planning Act”

• This provision was passed as part of the “Tax Cuts and 

Jobs Act of 2017”

• Allows funds in a 529 College Savings account to be 

rolled over into a 529A account (ABLE account)
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529 College Savings Account Rollover 

Provision (Cont.)

• The ABLE account beneficiary (to receive the funds) must be either:

o The beneficiary of the 529 College Savings account, or

o A “family member” of the beneficiary of the 529 College Savings account

• The funds rolled over from the 529 college savings account to an ABLE account 

are subject to the annual contribution limit and thus capped at $15,000 for any 

given tax year (provided that no other contributions into the account have been 

made during that tax year).

• This provision will expire on Jan. 1, 2026*

o This should not act as a deterrent, we have every reason to believe that this will 
be extended when needed
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The Saver’s Credit
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Saver’s Credit

• Formal name is the Retirement Savings Contributions Credit

• Purpose: This tax credit acts as an incentive for low and moderate income tax payers 

to make contributions to retirement accounts (an IRA, 401k, 403b) by allowing them a 

tax credit (which can be deducted from the taxes they owe).

• The new tax law extends this credit to those ABLE account owners who contribute to 

their own ABLE account and who meet the other criteria related to being eligible for 

the Saver’s credit.
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Saver’s Credit (Cont.)

• To claim the credit, you must meet eligibility requirements:
• Age 18 or older;

• Not a full-time student; and

• Not claimed as a dependent on another person’s return.

• For a single-filer/head-of-household, the adjusted gross income limit to qualify 

for the Savers’ Credit in 2018 is $31,500 and $63,000 for married couples filing 

jointly.

• It is a nonrefundable credit which means you must owe taxes 

to use the credit and the maximum value would reduce the 

taxes you owe down to zero.
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Saver’s Credit (Cont.)

• The maximum credit you can receive is 

$2,000 ($4,000 if filing jointly).

• The percent of your contribution you 

are allowed to take is reduced as your 

adjusted gross income (AGI) increases. 

• This provision will expire on Jan. 1, 2026.

o This should not act as a deterrent, we 

have every reason to believe that this 

will be exceeded when needed.

2018 Saver's Credit

Credit Rate Married Filing 
Jointly

Head of 
Household

All Other 
Filers*

50% of your 
contribution

AGI not more 
than $38,000

AGI not more 
than $28,500

AGI not more 
than $19,000

20% of your 
contribution

$38,001 -
$41,000

$28,501 -
$30,750

$19,001 -
$20,500

10% of your 
contribution

$41,001 -
$63,000

$30,751 -
$47,250

$20,501 -
$31,500

0% of your 
contribution

more than 
$63,000

more than 
$47,250

more than 
$31,500
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Additional Contributions Above $15,000
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ABLE Account Owner: Al Elia

Al is a Harvard educated disability rights lawyer 

who is not on any means-tested public benefits. 

He is using his ABLE account to save for 

retirement since his three person law firm does 

not offer a 401k option. 

“If you qualify for an ABLE account, an ABLE 

account is going to be useful to you. It’s not just 

for kids. It’s not just for people with severe 

disabilities that may preclude them from 

working. The ABLE Account will benefit you, if 

you take the time to set one up.” - Al Elia
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Additional Contributions Above $15,000

• Previously known as the “ABLE to Work Act”

• This provision was passed as part of the “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017”

• This provision allows ABLE account beneficiaries who work, and earn income, 

to contribute above the $15,000 annual contribution limit.

• By how much?

o The lesser of their gross income for that taxable year, or the amount equal to the 

federal poverty line (for the contiguous 48 states) for a one-person household (as 

determined for the calendar year preceding the calendar year in which the 

contributions are made). 2018 FPL: $12,060*. 
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Additional Contributions Above $15,000 (Cont.)

• The contributions above the $15,000 annual contribution limit would be limited to 

contributions made specifically by the account beneficiary into their ABLE account.

• The additional contribution would only be allowed if the beneficiary is not 

participating whatsoever in his/her employer-based retirement fund.

• Earnings by the beneficiary, as a result of employment, that are contributed into their 

ABLE account, will still be counted in terms of Substantial Gainful Activity(SGA) or 

earned income, and thus taken into consideration when determining eligibly for 

certain public benefits (as earned income, not as an asset).
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ABLE Accounts and 

Special Needs Trusts
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Parent of Special Needs Trust and Able Account Owner –

Amy Tessler
Scott (now 23) was diagnosed on the Autistic Spectrum when he was two years 

old. His mother, Amy, created a Special Needs Trust (SNT) when Scott was 10-

years-old to establish a funding source and provide direction for his safety and 

emotional well-being in the event of a worst-case scenario. Even though Scott 

has an SNT, they also opened an ABLE account this past year. His ABLE account 

allows him to receive the maximum monthly SSI benefit. These additional SSI 

funds go into Scott’s ABLE account to help him pay for his share of household 

expenses while also allowing him to maintain his benefits.  

“Scott just became a member of the Project Search Team at the 

DoubleTree Hotel in Pleasanton, CA. He will always need help managing 

money and paying his bills. It would not be prudent to give him access to 

a large amount of money, but having the ABLE account will allow him to 

gain some basic financial skills. In our situation, having both the SNT 

and ABLE account is ideal for maximizing his benefits and helping him 

achieve some financial independence.” - Amy Tessler
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Considerations: ABLE Account, Special Needs 

Trust or Both? 

• Eligibility

• Ease in Establishing or Enrolling

• Initial and Ongoing fees 

(annual, investment, rollover, 

transfers)

• Investment options

• Control of funds in account

• Usage of Funds

• Accessibility of Funds

• Contribution limits 

• Types of contributions (i.e., 

house, personal property, cash)

• Features (purchase tracking, 

debit card)

• Tax treatment

• Medicaid Payback Provision

• Does it promote autonomy
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The ABLE National Resource Center
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The ABLE National Resource Center

The ABLE National Resource Center (ANRC) is a collaborative 

whose supporters share the goal of accelerating the design 

and availability of ABLE accounts for the benefit of individuals 

with disabilities and their families. We bring together the 

investment, support and resources of the country’s largest and 

most influential national disability organizations.

www.ablenrc.org
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The ABLE National Resource Center’s 

Five Areas of Collective Impact

1. Serve as a facilitator between the disability sector, government and financial service 

companies to accelerate the effective design and availability of ABLE accounts 

nationwide.

2. Educate the disability community about the available opportunities to save and plan 
for a better economic future and quality of life experience through the establishment 

of ABLE accounts.

3. Educate government at the federal and state levels about consumer needs and 

challenges in establishing and/or managing an ABLE account.

4. Inform financial service companies about the needs and interests of the disability 

community to offer investment products for use with ABLE account resources.

5. Educate the public, policy makers and other relevant stakeholders about the positive 

impact of ABLE accounts at an individual and systems level and any needed 

changes for further policy development.
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Check Out the Videos and Strategies on our Road 

Map to Enrollment and Road Map to Independence

http://ablenrc.org/road-map-enrollment http://ablenrc.org/road-map-independence
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ABLE Advisors: http://www.ablenrc.org/meet-our-2018-able-advisors
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ABLE National Resource Center 

Resources and Supports

• E-mail Inquiries: Info@ablenrc.org

• Call Center:  (202) 683-6094

• Road Map to Enrollment: http://ablenrc.org/road-map-enrollment

• Includes our ABLE State Program Map Comparison Tool

• Road Map to Independence: http://ablenrc.org/road-map-independence

• ABLE Advisors/Success Stories: http://www.ablenrc.org/meet-our-2018-able-advisors

• Register for our AchievABLE Newsletter: https://us8.list-

manage.com/subscribe?%20u=ea6584491b7ab9daf6b074fe6&id=f9c00579ac
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Contact Information

Miranda Kennedy, M.P.P.

Co-Director, ABLE National Resource Center

National Disability Institute

E: info@ablenrc.org

W: http://www.ablenrc.org/
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